homes {sustainable style}

natural instinct
This bushland home in the Margaret River region
boasts eco cred as well as charm and good looks

Georgie and Mike’s home, which they share with their three children, has been designed to maximise cross breezes
and negate the need for airconditioning. Out on the deck {opposite}, the couple’s existing table, covered with a bright
tablecloth from Beach Lifestyle Living and ceramics from Jeggala and Turquoise Table, has been updated with directors
chairs from Freedom. Woven ‘Basketweave’ pendants, also from Freedom, add to the rustic feel. “For us, the perfect
day is a barbecue here with all our friends and lots of kids running around the yard,” says Mike. >
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ARTWORKS (TOP LEFT) EVERLASTINGS BY KAED KEARING, (BOTTOM LEFT) MY COUNTRY UTOPIA BY
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LIVING ROOM Georgie and Mike created a grown-up

refuge in the lounge by separating the living room from
the kitchen and dining zone. “We wanted to be able to
walk away from the busy family area around the kitchen
bench and have a quiet place to go,” says Georgie. Linen
sofas from Mediterranean Markets form a neutral
canvas for colourful cushions from Empire, as well
as some Georgie had made from antique Balinese
batik. A whitewashed rattan coffee table, sourced from
Trilogy Concept Stores, introduces a textural note.

RUG

Wool & silk rug, $1999/
3.6m x 2.7m , Empire.

DETAILS {left} “I have all these dinky little tables I’ve picked

ARTWORKS (THIS PAGE) BY KATHLEEN NGALE AND JANELLE
STOCKMAN, BOTH FROM ABORIGINAL ART & CRAFT GALLERY.

up over the years and I still love them. All my decorative pieces
work with them,” says Georgie. Here, she has created an evocative
vignette with a vintage trolley from Empire, wall-hung angels from
Bb Velvet Design and tableware she uses in her wedding business.

TUCKED AWAY IN the coastal bushland of Western Australia’s
Margaret River region, Mike and Georgie’s home is a haven of calm.
Stretched out across the landscape, with the majority of rooms facing
north to catch the warmth of the sun and natural light, this fourbedroom home was designed and built by the couple with
sustainability and the future in mind. But its design also had a big
nod to the present. “Our family all live up in Perth,” explains Georgie,
an event planner and mum to Will, 13, Tim, 10, and Evie, eight.
“I really thought about how people will feel when they visit and
I wanted them to want to come down and stay with us.”
It’s easy for everyone to find a resting spot in this delightfully
welcoming home, designed by Mike in consultation with Fraser
McAlpine, the in-house designer-draftsman for Mike’s construction
company, Valmadre Homes. After renovating six homes within
15 years, Mike and Georgie were determined to build an abode that
would satisfy the family’s needs well into their children’s teenage
years, with beachy ease and a sense of calm and serenity topping their
wishlist. “Georgie and I have always come back to this timeless style
of a weatherboard house with a 35-degree pitched roof,” says Mike.
“It always works well with what we like.”
Sitting horizontally on the bush block, the couple’s home is geared
towards sustainable living. The shortest sides of the house are
oriented east-west to limit exposure to harsh summer heat, while the
main expanse faces north to capture the winter sun. The result is a
long, narrow home that opens up to cooling cross-breezes. >
DINING ROOM {right} A family-friendly dining table from

Beach Lifestyle Living is framed by recycled teak benches
discovered at local plant nursery, with seagrass matting from
Shanghai Shed adding warmth to the cool concrete floor.
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< Flooring in most of the home is a no-fuss honed concrete, which
works beautifully with the all-white walls. “Basically, my design brief
was ‘Make it white’,” says Georgie. “I always have to live in a light and
bright interior.” A rammed limestone feature wall in the lounge and
dining zone delivers passive solar heating in winter, with its raw, sandy
colour linking the home back to its part-beachside, part-bush location.
With three active kids, the couple gave special consideration to
making the home work for their lifestyle. “We love entertaining,” says
Georgie. “It’s common for us to have friends around for a barbecue and
have 25 children running about!” With this in mind, the house is
designed around a central kitchen and dining hub, with the living room
and a parents’ retreat on one side and the kids’ bedrooms and a playroom
on the other. “When the kids become teenagers, they can feel
comfortable bringing their friends here and can come and go through
their own entrance as they please,” explains Mike. The two separate
living spaces have other benefits, too: “It’s great for our parents to have
a room to escape to when their grandkids tire them out,” says Georgie.
Georgie’s passion for decorating has delivered a home redolent with
a soft breeziness. “I love pastels, pinks and pretty interiors, so I sourced
fixtures and used my collections to bring these tones into our home,”
she explains. While she added some new pieces, most of the furniture
came from previous homes – items the couple have collected over a
lifetime. Yet somehow, it all comes together beautifully: from the
laid-back Hamptons-with-beachy-overtones vibe, to the gentle natural
palette, this is a savvy family home that is at once relaxed, stylish and
functional. “I think that if you buy what you love, everything will just
somehow work together,” says Georgie with a smile.

“I use lighting as a decorating tool – from the sculptural light
itself, to the feel it can create when illuminating a room” ~ Georgie
KITCHEN {these pages} The central focus of the

kitchen and dining area is the huge island bench,
which was designed by Mike and crafted from painted
timber with a Caesarstone top. “I wanted it to be
more like a table,” says Georgie. “We have a scullery
tucked behind the kitchen, so the bench is where we
get together six times a day during weekends and
twice on school days. I can easily cook while the kids
do their homework here.” Georgie steered the design
for the space, adding textured panelling to the
cabinetry and a strip of timber flooring. She also
designed shutters to peek through to the scullery.
‘Ingolf’ bar stools from Ikea lend a Hamptons-esque
feel to the space, while a trio of ‘Funnel’ zinc pendants
from Bisque Interiors add an industrial edge. >
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we love

Statement tiles

The splashback’s tiles bring
an on-trend warmth to the
kitchen and work well with
the other interior tones.
“We have quite a pared-back
palette, so I wanted to bring
in some pretty elements,”
says Georgie. “I just fell in
love with these tiles – they
are really soft and lovely.”
Get the look with ‘Grey
Mandala’ concrete tiles,
$165/sqm, Jatana Interiors.

FLOORING

For a similar style, try crete
flooring, from$220/sqmcon
, Boral.

MASTER BEDROOM In the

main bedroom, Georgie broke
away from her softer palette
with a striking artwork by Lily Sims
and a Bonnie & Neil throw, but
toned it down with charcoal
bedding from Busatti Perth and
a throw cushion from Blu Peter.
“I always try to push myself,
rather than staying within the
same palette,” she says. A Blu
Peter natural-fibre side table
provides an earthy touch, with
a Muuto lamp from Remedy
on top. Georgie’s mother made
the cotton curtains {opposite,
top right}, using a block print
from Bungalow Living.

THROW

’Tangerine Stripe’ linen thr ow
wit h fringe, $620/2.
x 1.45m, Bonnie and Ne5mil.

“For us, it was about creating a space where the kids will be
agers” ~ Georgie
happy to bring over their friends when they’re teen
TIM’S BEDROOM {above left} Ten-year-old Tim co-designed his own low-set bed with his dad. They then made it together and dressed
it in nautical blue bedding from Target. An Ikea ‘Frosta’ stool doubles as a bedside table. On the wall next to a map poster, Tim’s own
artwork features above a piece by his brother Will. BATHROOM {below left} The ensuite has been kept intentionally neutral to fit with
the rest of the home, with travertine tiles from QMI Tile And Stone lining the floor and bath casing. The elegant ‘Scala’ spout is from
Reece. EVIE’S BEDROOM {below right} Evie’s pink picks set the tone for a scheme that includes an Ikea ‘Jules’ chair, candy coloured
curtains made by her grandmother with fabric from Bungalow Living and a Poppies For Grace ‘Smarties’ pillowcase from Remedy. >
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LAUNDRY Georgie designed the laundry with functionality in mind: there’s space for indoor

drying, plenty of room on the benchtop for sorting and folding, and storage galore. The concrete
floor is a practical pick and the handles from Afez Of The Heart add a cheery pop of colour.
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INSIDE STORY

Who lives here?

Georgie, who runs Cape Style, a wedding and event
planning business; her husband Mike, owner of
building firm Valmadre Homes; their children Will,
13; Tim, 10; and Evie, eight; and Ruby the Labrador.

What were you aiming for in the
look and feel of your home?

Georgie: “Sustainability is our shared passion and was
at the core of the design. We wanted the house to feel
like you’re living within the bush surroundings.“

The outdoor shower was designed
to incorporate the bush block vista.

You’ve built or renovated six homes within
15 years – how long will you stay here?

Mike: “We’d never say we’d never move again
– I’m a builder and I’m always conjuring up different
ideas, so there’s always going to be another one! But
we could be here for a very long time. I would be
really happy to pull up stumps and let the kids
grow through their teenage years here.”

What was the best bit about this build?

Georgie: “It was about what we loved, not what would be
a good decision when it came time to sell. We really
enjoyed creating a perfect home for our family and
bringing in design elements that we loved.”

The island bench is a natural
gathering hub for the whole fam
ily.
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Builder & designer
Valmadre Homes,
(08) 9756 7308,
valmadre.net.au.
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